
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of technical relationship manager. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for technical relationship manager

Spectacular modern offices with 360 degree views of Central Tokyo,
Roppongi Hills, Tokyo Tower and Mount Fuji
Being the technical single point of contact for Affiliate partners in region
Ensuring relationship success through continual touch points with respective
partners
Managing partner expectations and being partner advocate internally
Managing partner requests, issues, questions, training on a day to day basis,
including but not limited to end user production problem tracking
Interfacing with internal product, technology, business and operations teams
to ensure partner and end user satisfaction
Maintaining roadmaps, list of problems/bugs and resolution steps taken as
reported directly from region and/or affiliate partners
Assessing risks and identifying solutions in a fast paced dynamic environment
Primary liaison between Product/Operations and regional businesses defining
and delivering technology to enable and meet business strategy and support
day-to-day operations
Communicating any feature enhancements or operational changes necessary
to improve user experience, maximize production resources, and/or reduce
operational costs

Example of Technical Relationship Manager Job
Description
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3 years plus years prior sales or equivalent engineering experience in a high
tech environment in an indirect sales and procurement environment with a
demonstrated track record of success in driving customer adoption of
technology
Must demonstrate a sense of responsibility, tactfulness, diplomacy, and
discretion as is required to deal with a diverse group of customers
Database management and analysis preferred
Must possess an exceptional ability to multi-task with great attention for
detail
Must be an open and transparent communicator
Must be able to accept and apply constructive criticism and yet continue to
assert own ideas and maintain creativity and integrity


